Balance between excitatory and inhibitory inputs is a key feature of cortical dynamics. Such balance 21 is arguably preserved in dendritic branches, yet its underlying mechanism and functional roles 22 remain unknown. Here, by considering computational models of heterosynaptic spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP), we show that the detailed excitatory/inhibitory balance on 24 dendritic branch is robustly achieved through heterosynaptic interaction between excitatory and 25 inhibitory synapses. The model well reproduces experimental results on heterosynaptic STDP, and 26 provides analytical insights. Furthermore, heterosynaptic STDP explains how maturation of inhibitory 27 neurons modulates selectivity of excitatory neurons in critical period plasticity of binocular matching.
Introduction

44
Activity dependent synaptic plasticity is essential for learning. Especially, spike time difference 
large depolarization caused by coincident spikes between presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons.
the relative change is small around the resting potential (Lüscher and Malenka, 2012). x i BP is the 95 effect of backpropagation from soma, and the last two terms of the equation represents 96 heterosynaptic current, which is given as the sum of inhibitory (excitatory) currents x j I (x j E ) at nearby 97 synapses. We defined sets of nearby inhibitory/excitatory synapses as Ω i I and Ω i E respectively, and 98 their delays were denoted as d I and d E . Each input x i Q (Q = A,N,BP,I,E) is given as convoluted 99 spikes:
100
101
where s k represents the spike timing of the k-th spike. In the simulation, although convolution is 102 calculated at the heterosynaptic synapse, this does not influence results because exponential decay 103 is linear.
104
We next consider calcium influx to a spine through NMDA receptors and VDCC. For a 105 given membrane potential u i , calcium concentration at spine i can be written as
where g V (u i )= α V u i represents calcium influx through VDCC, and g N (u i )x i N (t) is the influx from NMDA. presynaptic inputs are given when the membrane potential at the spine is well depolarized.
123
In the simulation, we set common parameters as τ C =18.0ms, τ M =3.0ms, τ N =15.0ms, (1) and (3), effective timescales of calcium dynamics and NMDA channel become longer than the 127 given values. In the model of STDP at striatum, in addition, we used γ N =0.05, γ BP =8.0, γ I =5.0, C p =2.3, each time step by s µ t + Δt 160 r X I =2.0Hz, r S I =1000.0, and postsynaptic firing rate was set as r post = 5.0Hz. In Figure 5C , the 161 correlation was calculated between dendritic membrane potential g b (u b ) and hidden variables {s 
170 calculated the somatic membrane potential by u soma t
Postsynaptic spikes were 171 given as a rate-modulated Poisson model with the rate u soma (t)/I dv (t). I dv (t) is the divisive inhibition 172 term introduced to keep the output firing rate at r post . By using the mean somatic potential
parameters were kept at the same values with the dendritic hotspot model. During the learning 176 depicted in Figure 6BC , we used the same input configuration with the dendritic hotspot model. In Figure 6DE , The activity levels of hidden variables {s μ (t)} were kept at a constant value (s μ (t)=0.25) during 500ms stimulation, and otherwise kept at zero. Additionally, inhibitory presynaptic activities were set as r X I =10Hz, r S I =2000. In Figure 6D , we modulated firing rates of both excitatory and 9 0.5. The ratio of change detecting spikes was defined as the ratio of spikes occurred within 50 182 milliseconds from the change to the total spike count. 
where θ(t) is the direction of the visual stimulus at time t, Q is either contra-or ipsilateral, and I 0 (β E ) is 
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To evaluate the development of binocular matching, we introduced three order parameters.
206
First, the difference between mean excitatory direction selectivity and inhibitory selectivity at a 207 branch k was evaluated by θ b,k
Similarly, the global direction selectivity 208 difference between inputs from the ipsi-and contralateral eyes were defined by 209
210
where the function d [θ 1 ,θ 2 ] calculates the phase difference between two angles. Finally, direction 211 selectivity index DSI for binocular input was calculated by
213
For the calculation of the monocular direction selectivity index, at each branch k, we took sum over 214 N b E /2 excitatory inputs corresponding to each eye instead of all N b E inputs.
215
In the simulation, we set γ I =2.5, C p =1.85, y th =750.0, u b o =0.0, and the rest of parameters 216 were kept at the values used in the dendritic hotspot model. Inputs parameters were set at β E =4.0, 
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Let us consider weight dynamics of an excitatory synapse that has only one inhibitory 231 synapse in its neighbor. For analytical tractability, we consider the case when presynaptic, 232 postsynaptic, and inhibitory neurons fire only one spikes at t=t pre , t post , t I respectively. In case of the 233 CA1 experiment, because GABA uncaging was always performed before pre and postsynaptic spike, 234 the timing of inhibitory spike is given as t I = min(t pre ,t post )-δ I for δ I > 0. In this setting, the change in 235 intermediate variable of the excitatory synapse is given as
Similarly, in case of the striatum experiment, by setting η=0, the change in the intermediate variable 242 is given as
In the simulation, parameters were set at τ c =30ms, Fig 2B left) . On the contrary, if the GABAergic input is provided simultaneously with 300 the presynaptic input, slow decay in the calcium concentration is blocked because the inhibitory input 301 causes hyperpolarization of the membrane potential at the excitatory spine. As a result, LTP is more 302 likely achieved (black lines in Fig. 2B left) . Therefore, when a GABAergic input arrives in coincidence 
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The obtained results are mostly robust against parameter change, as long as associated 325 parameter values satisfy certain relationships (Fig. 3A) . In addition, we found that the coefficient for 326 heterosynaptic inhibitory effect should be larger for fitting the result from the striatum experiment, 327 compared to CA1 (Fig. 3B top) . This is consistent with strong inhibition observed in striatum (Mallet influx/outflux is modulated by NMDA receptors (Fig. 3B bottom) .
332
Phase transitions underlying h-STDP
333
In the previous section, we introduced a biophysical model to establish its relevance to the 334 corresponding biological processes and get insight into the underlying mechanism. However, not all 
338
To this end, we simplify the model to the one in which calcium level at a spine is directly 339 modulated by pre-, post-, and heterosynaptic activities as given below, 340
341
Here, C i (t) represents Ca 2+ concentration at spine i, X i and X post represent presynaptic and 342 postsynaptic spikes respectively, striatal and CA1 neurons, though the quantitative accuracy is degraded ( Fig. 4A and B respectively) .
346
Importantly, the reduced model provides further analytical insights into the phenomena. 
397
To reveal the underlying mechanism of this E/I balance generation, from the simulation 398 data, we calculated the probability of calcium level being above the LTD/LTP thresholds after a 399 presynaptic spike. The probability of LTP occurrence shows similar trajectories after a presynaptic 400 spike, regardless of whether presynaptic activity is correlated with inhibitory input or not (blue and 401 gray dotted lines in Fig. 5F, respectively) . On the other hand, the maximum probability of LTD Fig. 5G ). However, if inhibitory 407 input arrives at a nearby dendrite in coincidence, calcium boost caused by excitatory presynaptic 408 input is attenuated by heterosynaptic inhibitory effect (black line in Fig. 5G ). As a result, LTD is 409 shunted by correlated inhibitory inputs. On the other hand, LTP is mainly caused by coincidence 410 between pre and postsynaptic spikes, which induces a large increase in calcium level that 411 overwhelms the attenuation by the heterosynaptic inhibitory effect. Thus, inhibitory activity at a 412 nearby site does not prevent LTP at correlated excitatory synapses (Fig. 5H) . Therefore, correlated 413 spines experiences less depression, hence tend to be potentiated as a net sum.
414
To check the generality of the observed dendritic E/I balance, we extended the model to a selectivity for ipsilateral and contralateral excitatory inputs (Fig. 7A left) . The last assumption has not 451 yet been supported from experimental evidence, but if inhibition is provided from neighboring 452 interneurons, these inhibitory neurons are likely to be driven by similar sets of feedforward excitatory 453 inputs to those driving the output neuron. Here, we consider direction selectivity instead of orientation 454 selectivity for mathematical convenience, but the same argument holds for the latter.
455
In the simulation, we first run the process without inhibition then introduced GABAergic 456 inputs after a while (red lines in Fig. 7B ,E represent the starting points of inhibitory inputs), because 457 maturation of inhibitory neurons typically occurs in a later stage of the development (Hensch, 2005) .
458
Upon the introduction of inhibition, in each branch, the mean preferred direction of excitatory 459 synapses converges to that of the local inhibition owing to heterosynaptic plasticity (Fig. 7B top; see
460
Methods for details of evaluation methods), though synaptic weight development was biased toward 461 the selectivity of the postsynaptic neuron ( Fig. 7D ; here, the bias is toward the right side). This 
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In addition, precocious GABA maturation is known to disrupt binocular matching (Wang et 469 al., 2013). Our model suggests that the disruption is possibly related to the violation of the third 470 assumption in the model. When the direction of the mean inhibitory selectivity is far different from 471 both ipsilateral and contralateral selectivity (in Fig. 7F , at the parameter regions outside of the area 472 surrounded by purple and green lines), h-STDP does not work effectively ( Fig. 7F top) , and the 473 difference between ipsi-and contralateral inputs is not reduced (Fig. 7F middle) . As a result, 474 binocular direction selectivity is not improved by learning (Fig. 7F bottom) . These results indicate that In this study, we first showed that a calcium-based plasticity model robustly captures several 481 characteristics of plasticity-related interaction between neighboring synapses in millisecond 482 timescale, by introducing heterosynaptic interaction terms (Fig. 2-4 ). Based on this proposed model,
483
we next investigated the possible functions of h-STDP. Our study revealed that h-STDP causes the 484 detailed dendritic E/I balance on dendritic hotspots (Fig. 5,6) , which is beneficial for change detection 485 ( Fig. 6 ). Furthermore, we found that h-STDP can induce binocular matching upon GABA maturation,
Our results indicate that an inhibitory input may also be correlated to excitatory inputs projecting to to changes in the external environment (Fig. 6,7) . Moreover, the model explains why feature cluster tends to be large, because inhibitory neurons typically have a wider feature selectivity than 
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Synaptic weights development at different mean inhibitory selectivity. Ordinates are the same with 
